Abstract. This paper presents a framework for analyzing and predicting the performances of a business process, based on historical data gathered during its past enactments. The framework hinges on an inductive-learning technique for discovering a special kind of predictive process models, which can support the run-time prediction of a given performance measure (e.g., the remaining processing time/steps) for an ongoing process instance, based on a modular representation of the process, where major performance-relevant variants of it are modeled with different regression models, and discriminated on the basis of context variables. The technique is an original combination of different data mining methods (namely, non-parametric regression methods and a probabilistic trace clustering scheme) and ad hoc data transformation mechanisms, meant to bring the log traces to suitable level of abstraction. In order to overcome the severe scalability limitations of current solutions in the literature, and make our approach really suitable for large logs, both the computation of the trace clusters and of the clusters' predictors are implemented in a parallel and distributed manner, on top of a cloud-based service-oriented infrastructure. Tests on a real-life log confirmed the validity of the proposed approach, in terms of both effectiveness and scalability.
Introduction
In many real-life application contexts, business processes are bound to the achievement of goals expressed in terms of performance measures (or Key Performance Indicators), which are monitored continuously at run-time. Historical log data, gathered during past enactments of a process, are a valuable source of hidden information on the behavior of the process, which can be extracted with the help of process mining techniques [1] , and exploited to improve the process, and meet such performance-oriented goals. In particular, it is definitely relevant to this regard the recent stream of research on the automated discovery of predictive process models (see, e.g., [8, 2, 9] ), capable to estimate a given performance measure over new instances of a process, as long as they are carried out. Indeed, such performance forecasts can help optimize the process at run time, by possibly developing advanced operational support services, such as task/resource recommendation [13] .
Technically, all current approaches to the (log-based) discovery of a performance prediction model rely on abstracting the given log traces into a summarized propositional form, suitable for recognizing patterns that are likely to be correlated to the analyzed performance measure (constituting the target of the prediction task). For example, in [2] , an annotated finite-state machine (AFSM) model is induced from a given log, where the states correspond to different abstract representations of all the sequences of process activities appearing in the log. The discovery of such AFSM models was combined in [9] with a context-driven (predictive) clustering approach, so that different execution scenarios can be discovered for the process, and equipped with distinct local predictors. However, choosing the right abstraction level is a delicate task, requiring to reach an optimal balance between the risks of overfitting and of underfitting.
In order to free the analyst from the responsibility of choosing the right level of abstraction for the log's traces, it was proposed in [10] to induce the prediction model of each discovered trace cluster by applying any standard regression method to propositional representation of the traces falling in the cluster.
The context-aware prediction models obtained with such a clustering-based learning strategy were empirically proven to improve the accuracy of previous solutions. However, both the approaches in [9, 10] require that a number of frequent structural patterns are preliminary extracted from the log traces, in order to map the latter onto a space of performance-oriented target features, in order to guide the clustering phase towards the discovery of groups of traces with similar performance trends. Once such clusters have been discovered, a distinct performance predictor can be induced from each cluster, by either using an AFSM-based learner [9] or standard regression algorithms [10] . Such a pattern-based clustering technique suffers from two main drawbacks: (i) the computation of structural patterns is not guaranteed to scale well over large logs, seeing as the number of discovered patterns may be, in general, combinatorial in the number of process activities; (ii) the discovered trace clusters are not guaranteed to reach the highest predictive clustering model, due to the loss of information determined when converting the original log into a propositional dataset.
Contribution Still relying on the core idea of [9, 10] of combining performance prediction with a clustering technique, we try to overcome the two major limitations mentioned above at two levels. First, we resort to a rougher form of log sketch than [9, 10] for clustering the log traces, which can be quickly computed by picking up a fixed number of performance values at predefined positions within the traces, but are yet capable of helping recognize groups of traces exhibiting similar performance over the time -as confirmed by our experimental findings. Moreover, we replace the traditional (hard) clustering of the logics-based predictive clustering framework [4] used in [9, 10] with a probabilistic clustering scheme, in order to reduce the risk of obtaining lowly accurate cluster predictors (due to the greedy clustering algorithm and to the underlying approximated representation of the log). In order to overcome the severe scalability limitations of [9, 10] and make our approach suitable for large logs, both the computation of (probability-aware) trace clusters and of the clusters' predictors are implemented in a parallel and distributed manner, according to the Grid-services-based conceptual architecture defined in [5] for the specification and execution of Distributed Data Mining (DDM) tasks. The underlying grid services were developed according to the WSRF (Web Services Resource Framework) specifications of the WS-Core (a component of the Globus Toolkit 4 (GT4) [11] ), and deployed onto a private Cloud-computing platform. By the way, the usage of a Cloud infrastructure [3] to automatically deploy virtual machines hosting a GT4 container is not new (see, e.g., [12, 14] ), and it widely reckoned as a successful way of providing a high flexible and customizable environment for transparently and efficiently running costly computational tasks.
Organization. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We first introduce some preliminaries (Section 2), and the reference service-based architecture for the distributed execution of data mining tasks (Section 3) over a Grid. The specific kind of prediction model that our approach is meant to eventually yield is formally defined in Section 4. Section 5 then illustrates an algorithm for discovering such a model, where the two core steps discussed above are both implemented as DDM tasks according to the reference architecture mentioned above. After discussing the experimental results in Section 6, we finally draw a few concluding remarks in Section 7.
Preliminaries
Log data As usually done in the literature, we assume that for each process instance (a.k.a "case") a trace is recorded, storing the sequence of events happened during its unfolding. Let T be the universe of all (possibly partial) traces that may appear in any log of the process under analysis. For any trace τ ∈ T , len(τ) is the number of events in τ, while τ[i] is the i-th event of τ, for i = 1 .. len(τ), with task(τ [i] ) and time(τ[i]) denoting the task and timestamp of τ[i], respectively. We also assume that the first event of each trace is always associated with task A 1 , acting as unique entry point for enacting the process. This comes with no loss of generality, seeing as, should the process not have such a such a unique initial task, it could be added artificially at the beginning of each trace, and associated with the starting time of the corresponding process instance.
Let us also assume that, like in [9] , for any trace τ, a tuple context(τ) of data is stored in the log to keep information about the execution context of τ, ranging from internal properties of the process instance to environmental factors pertaining the state of the process enactment system. For ease of notation, let A T denote the set of all the tasks (a.k.a., activities) that may occur in some trace of T , and context(T ) be the space of context vectors -i.e., A T = ∪ τ∈T tasks(τ), and context(T ) = {context(τ) | τ ∈ T }. Further, τ(i] is the prefix (sub-)trace containing the first i events of a trace τ and the same context data (i.e., context(
A log L is a finite subset of T , while the prefix set of L, denoted by P (L), is the set of all the prefixes of L's traces, i.e., P (L) = {τ(i] | τ ∈ L and 1 ≤ i ≤ len(τ)}.
Letμ : T → R be an (unknown) function assigning a performance value to any (possibly unfinished) trace. For the sake of concreteness, we will focus next on a particular instance of such a function, where the performance measure corresponds to the remaining time (denoted by µ RT ), i.e. the time needed to finish the respective process instance. In general, we assume that performance values are known for all prefix traces in P (L), for any given log L. This is clearly true for the measure mentioned above. Indeed, for each trace τ, the (actual) remaining-time of
SOA, OGSA and WSRF The Service oriented architecture (SOA) is a model for building flexible, modular, and interoperable software applications. The key aspect of SOA is the concept of service, a software block capable of performing a given task or business function. The most popular implementation of SOA is represented by Web Services, whose popularity is mainly due to the adoption of widely accepted technologies such as XML, SOAP, and HTTP. Also the Grid provides a SOA framework whereby a great number of services can be dynamically located, balanced, and managed, so that applications are always guaranteed to be securely executed, according to the principles of on demand computing. The Grid community has adopted the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) as an implementation of the SOA model within the Grid context. In OGSA every resource is represented as a Web Service that conforms to a set of conventions and supports standard interfaces. OGSA provides a well-defined set of Web Service interfaces for the development of interoperable Grid systems and applications. WSRF has been defined as an evolution of early OGSA implementations [6] . WSRF defines a family of technical specifications for accessing and managing stateful resources using Web Services, as required by OGSA. In other words, WSRF depicts some specifications to implement OGSA-compliant Web Services. Another way of expressing this relation is that, while OGSA is the architecture, WSRF is the infrastructure on which that architecture is built on [15] . The composition of a Web Service and a stateful resource is termed as WS-Resource. The possibility to define a state associated with a service is the most important difference between WSRF-compliant Web Services, and pre-WSRF ones. This is a key feature in designing Grid applications, since WSResources provide a way to represent, advertise, and access properties related to both computational resources and applications. In order to implement services in a highly decentralized way, it is commonly used a design pattern that allows a client to be notified when interesting events happen in a server. The WS-Notification specification defines a publish/subscribe notification model for Web Services, which is exploited to notify interested clients and/or services about changes that occur to the status of a WS-Resource. In other words, a service can publish a set of topics that a generic client can subscribe to; as soon as the topic changes, the client receives a notification of the new status.
Cloud Computing Cloud computing can be defined as a distributed computing paradigm in which all the resources, dynamically scalable and often virtualized, are provided as services over the Internet [3] .
Cloud systems are typically classified on the basis of their service model (Softwareas-a-Service, Platform-as-a-Service, Infrastructure-as-a-Service) and their deployment model (public cloud, private cloud, hybrid cloud).
Software-as-a-Service (or SaaS) defines a delivery model in which software and data are provided through Internet to customers as ready-to-use services (e.g. Google Docs or MS Office 365). In this case, both software and data are hosted by providers, and customers typically can access them in a easy way (without using any additional hardware or software) on a pay-per-use basis. Platform-as-a-Service (or PaaS) provides users with a programming environment and APIs for creating Cloud-based applications exploiting the computational resources of the platform (like e.g. Google App Engine, and Microsoft Azure). Finally, Infrastructure-as-a-Service (or IaaS) is a model under which customers ask for physical resources (e.g. CPUs, disks) to support their computational requirements (e.g., Amazon EC2, RackSpace Cloud).
Cloud computing services are further classified according to three main deployment models: public, private, and hybrid. In a public cloud model, providers directly manage their data centers, and publicly delivers services built on top of them through the Internet. In a private cloud schema, operations and functionalities are offered as-a-service and usually hosted in a company intranet or in a remote data center. Finally, a hybrid cloud is obtained by composing two or more (private or public) clouds that, although linked together, remain different entities.
Reference Architecture for Distributed Data Mining
This section is meant to briefly illustrate the service-oriented architecture proposed in [5] for carrying out Distributed Data Mining (DDM) tasks over a Grid.
The architecture, shown in Figure 1 , supports the specification and execution on the Grid of DDM algorithms, designed according to a master-worker pattern. Specifically, it features two kinds of Grid Services: the GlobalMiner-WS and the LocalMiner-WS. The architecture was conceived to follow a typical DDM schema contemplating the presence of an entity acting as coordinator (the GlobalMiner-WS) and a certain number of entities acting as miners (LocalMiner-WS) on local sites. A resource is associated with each service: the GlobalModel Resource with the GlobalMiner-WS and the LocalModel Resource with the LocalMiner-WS. Such resources are used to store the state of the services, in this case represented by the computed models (globally and locally, respectively). Additionally, the resources are published also as topics, in order to be considered as "items of interest of subscription" for notifications. As it appears clearly in Figure 1 , the two types of nodes are equipped with code libraries that implement the mining algorithms to be executed, which are named Global Algorithm Library (GAL) and a Local Algorithm Library (LAL), respectively.
In the following we describe all the steps composing the whole process, by pointing out details of the interactions between entities composing the architecture. Let us suppose that a client wants to execute a distributed mining algorithm on a dataset D, which is split in N partitions, {D 1 , ..., D N }, each one stored on one of the nodes {Node 1 , ..., Node N }. In order to be processed correctly, any request to perform a mining task needs to follow a three-step scheme.
In the first step, a client wanting to submit a request must invoke the createResource operation of the GlobalMiner-WS to create a GlobalModel Resource. In turn, the GlobalMiner-WS dispatches this operation in a similar way: for each local site with a running LocalMiner-WS (assuming the GlobalMiner-WS to hold a list of them), it invokes the createResource operation (of the LocalMiner-WS) to create a LocalModel Resource. At this point, the client invokes the subscribe method to subscribe a listener (inside the Client) as consumer of notifications on the GlobalModel topic. Finally, the GlobalMiner-WS invokes the subscribe method to subscribe a listener as consumer of notifications on the LocalModel topic. As an effect of such subscription steps, as soon as a resource changes, its new value will be delivered to its listener.
The second step constitutes the core of the application, i.e., the execution of the mining process and the result return. The Client invokes the submitGlobalTask operation, by passing a GlobalTaskDescriptor, i.e. a complete description of the task to be ex- ecuted (algorithm name, parameters, initialization type, etc.). By interacting with the Global Algorithm Library, the GlobalMiner-WS runs the code executing the steps to be done. During this phase, suitable data structures are initialized and a suitable set of LocalTaskDescriptor are created. It invokes the submitLocalTask operation, by passing a LocalTaskDescriptor. At this stage, each i th LocalMiner-WS begins the analysis of the local dataset for computing a local model and local statistics. Such a task is executed, with the support of the LocalAlgorithmLibrary, concurrently on different Grid sites. While every local task is in progress, the GlobalMiner-WS does not need to periodically poll if they are terminated: the notification mechanism, indeed, is able to deliver asynchronous messages warning about the termination of local tasks. As soon as a local computation terminates, the value of the LocalModel Resource is set by the value of the computed local model. The changes in this resource are automatically notified to the listener on the GlobalMiner-WS; this way, the local model computed at the i th local site is delivered to the global site. As soon as all the local models are delivered to the GlobalMiner-WS, the integration of all these local models is performed. According to the logic of the chosen algorithm (provided by the GlobalAlgorithmLibrary), the GlobalMiner-WS evaluates whether the algorithm is terminated (or not). If it is, the global model computed by the GlobalMiner-WS is stored on the GlobalModel Resource, which is immediately delivered (via the notification mechanism) to the client. Otherwise, the GlobalMiner-WS asks for further processing, by invoking one more time a submitLocalTask operation and waiting for the delivering of the result. Such latter actions are executed as many times as the GlobalMiner-WS needs, until the computation reaches some convergence condition.
In the final step, as soon as the computation terminates and its results have been notified to the Client, the Client invokes the destroy operation of the GlobalMiner-WS, which eliminates the resource previously created (GlobalModel). Similarly, the GlobalMiner-WS asks for the destruction of the LocalModel.
From a practical (user-side) point-of-view, any new DDM task can be executed on this architecture provided that it suitably implements the interfaces globalAlgorithm and localAlgorithm. Specifically, they export the signatures for those methods each distributed algorithm running on this architecture needs to invoke, i.e. initialize, computeGlobalModel, needsMoreIteration and finalize for the globalAlgorithm; initialize, computeLocalModel and finalize for the localAlgorithm.
Formal Framework for Process Performance Prediction
The ultimate goal of this work is to devise a scalable approach to the discovery of a (predictive) Process Performance Model (PPM), capable to accurately predict the performance outcome of any ongoing process case, based on the information stored in its associated (partial) trace. Such a model can be viewed as a function µ : T → R that provides an estimate forμ all over the trace universe -including the prefix traces of all possible process instances. Discovering a PPM is an inductive learning task, where the training set takes the form of a log L, and the valueμ(τ) of the target measure is known for each (sub-)trace τ ∈ P (L).
Notably, most current approaches to this problem [2, [8] [9] [10] ground on preliminary converting the given process traces in to a propositional form, with the help of some suitable trace abstraction function. The rest of this section provides the reader with a few technical details on the trace abstraction functions considered in our approach, as well as on the specific (clustering-based and probability-aware) kind of PPM that we want to eventually learn from the abstracted traces.
Trace Abstraction An abstracted (structural) view of a trace summarizes the tasks executed during the corresponding process enactment. Two simple ways to build such a view consist in regarding the trace as a tasks' set or multiset (a.k.a. bag), as follows.
Definition 1 (Structural Trace Abstraction). Let T be a trace universe and A 1 , . . . , A n be the tasks in A T . A structural (trace-) abstraction function struct mode : T → R mode T is a function mapping each trace τ ∈ T to an an abstract representation struct mode (τ), taken from an abstractions' space R mode T . Two concrete instantiations of the above function, denoted by struct bag : T → N n (resp., struct set : T → {0, 1} n ), are defined next, which map each trace τ ∈ T to a bag-based (resp., set-based) representation of its structure: (i) struct bag (τ) = count (A 1 , τ) , . . . , count(A n , τ) , where count(A i , τ) is the number of times that task A i occurs in τ; and (ii) struct set (τ) = occ (A 1 , τ) , . . . , occ(A n , τ) , where occ(A i , τ) = true iff count(A i , τ) > 0, for i = 1, . . . , n.
The two concrete abstraction "modes" (namely, bag and set) defined above summarize any trace τ into a vector, where each component corresponds to a single process task A i , and stores either the number of times that A i appears in the trace τ, or (respectively) a boolean value indicating whether A i occur in τ or not. Notice that, in principle, we could define abstract trace representations as sets/bags over another property of the events (e.g., the executor, instead of the task executed), or even over a combination of event properties (e.g., the task plus who performed it).
As a matter of fact, the structural abstraction functions in Def. 1 are similar to those used in previous approaches to the discovery of predictive process models [2, [8] [9] [10] .
PPM discovery as predictive clustering: limitations of current solutions From a conceptual point of view, we rephrase the induction of a PPM, out of a given log, as a predictive clustering [4] task, similarly to [9, 10] . Essentially, the core idea underlying predictive clustering approaches is that suitably partitioning the training instances into clusters and inducing a specific predictor from each cluster helps obtain better predictions than using a single predictor (learnt from the whole training set). At run-time, for any new instance, the prediction is built by first assigning the instance to one of the clusters, and then making it undergo the predictor of that cluster. More precisely, these approaches assume that two kinds of features are available for any element z in the reference instance space, say Z = X ×Y : descriptive features and target features (to be predicted), denoted by descr(z) ∈ X and targ(z) ∈ Y , respectively. Then, a predictive clustering model (PCM), for a given training set L ⊆ Z, is a function q : X → Y of the form q(x) = p(c(x), x), where c : X → N is a partitioning function that assigns x to a cluster, and p : N × X → Y is a (possibly multi-target) prediction function. Clearly, whenever there are more than one target features, q encodes a multi-regression model.
Following this general scheme, and similarly to [9, 10] , we adopt a modular kind of PPM that consists of two different types of components: a partitioning function c that maps any trace to a distinguished cluster, and a collection µ 1 , . . . , µ k of PPMs, one per cluster. A propositional encoding enc(τ)is exploited for any possible trace τ, which mixes up the context data possibly available for τ with an abstracted view of the history of τ, obtained with the help of one of the abstraction function in Definition 1. The features appearing in enc(τ) play the role of descriptive attributes, while clearly considering the the performance values µ(τ) as the target of prediction. Clearly, applying standard predictive clustering solutions to such data would not make sense, since we are not interested in predicting the final performance measure of a complete trace (as are those stored in the above-described training set), but rather in making predictions on all possible prefixes (i.e. partial incremental versions) of any new trace as far as it unfolds, in a step-by-step fashion -as discussed in [9] , learning the clustering model based on all partial traces in Pr(L) is costly and hardly effective. Therefore, both the approaches in [9, 10] faced the problem heuristically, by dividing it into two sub-problems: (1) induce a predictive clustering model out of a summarized representation (named "log sketch") of the given log, where each (full) trace in the log is used as a single clustering instances, associated with a number of target values that capture the evolution of the µ at several relevant ("pivot") stages of the process (2) induce a PPM out of each discovered cluster. In particular, in [9, 10] , the computation of the target attributes for the traces relied on the preliminary extraction of frequent structural patterns chosen greedily, based on their apparent capability to discriminate among different performance profiles.
However, such a approach suffers from two main drawbacks: (i) the computation scheme cannot scale over large logs, mainly due to the fact that the extraction of structural patterns may take a time that is combinatorial in the number of process activities; (ii) the discovered clusters of traces are not guaranteed to reach the highest predictive clustering model (due to both the very two-phase optimization scheme, and to the loss of information determined by converting the original log into a propositional dataset).
A new kind of (clustering-based) PPMs: PCB-PPM We here try to overcome both these limitations at two levels. First, we resort to a rougher form of log sketch than [9, 10] for clustering the log traces, which does not require the computation of frequent structural patterns, but simply consists on extracting a fixed number of performance values at predefined positions of the traces. These additional (target-oriented) features, which are formally defined in the next Section (cf. Definition 3), are meant to introduce a bias towards the discovery of groups of traces exhibiting similar performance patterns over the time. On the other hand, we extend the traditional (hard) clustering of standard predictive clustering settings with a probabilistic clustering scheme. This choice is meant to curb the risk of obtaining a poorly accurate PPM as a result of the heuristics clustering strategy adopted in [9, 10] (due to both the very greedy clustering method and the usage of an approximated representation of the traces). In particular, as discussed in the following section, such a probabilistic clustering model is computed efficiently trhough a parallelized distributed version of the well-known EM method [7] , hence solving the scalability limitations of [9, 10] .
We are now in a place to formally define the novel, probabilistic-aware clusteringbased, type of PPM that our learning approach is meant to extract from a given log.
Definition 2 (Probabilistic Clustering-Based PPM Model (PCB-PPM))
. Let L be a log (over T ), with context features context(T ), structural abstract representations struct mode (T ) (where mode ∈ {set, bag}), andμ : T → R be a performance measure, known for all τ ∈ P (L). Let also enc(τ) = context(τ) ⊕ struct mode (τ) be the propositional encoding for each τ ∈ P (L), where ⊕ stands for tuple concatenation. cluster with a certain probability (based on the encoding of τ), and (ii) µ i : T → R is a PPM associated with the i-th cluster, for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Model M is meant to estimate the unknown performance functionμ as follows: for any trace τ ∈ T , the corresponding performance valueμ(τ) is computed as ∑ k j=1 c(enc(τ), j) · µ j (enc(τ)).
In such a model, each cluster is equipped with a separate PPM, tailored to capture howμ depends on both the structure and context of any trace that may be assigned to the cluster. The prediction for any new trace τ is computed as a linear combination of the predictions made by the PPMs of all the clusters τ is estimated to possibly belong to, with their respective membership probabilities used as weights. In general, such an articulated kind of PPM can be built by inducing a predictive clustering model and multiple PPMs (as the building blocks implementing c and all µ i , respectively). In our approach, we face this sub-task by resorting to standard regression methods, defined for propositional data. As observed in [10] , indeed, this frees the analyst from the burden of defining a suitable level of details over the representation of the relevant states of the process (as required in the case of the AFSM models used in [2, 9] ).
Input: A log L over some trace universe T , with associated target performance measureμ, an abstraction mode mode ∈ {set, bag}, a regression method REGR, the number K of desired trace clusters, and the number M of local miners for the clustering.
Output: A PCB-PPM model for L (fully encodingμ all over T ).
Method: Perform the following steps: Figure 2 illustrates the main steps of our approach to the discovery of a PCB-PPM model, in the form of an algorithm, named PCB-PPM Discovery. Essentially, the problem is approached in three main phases.
Solution Approach to the Discovery of a PCB-PPM
In the first phase (Step 1), the given log L is transformed into a propositional dataset D traces , containing one distinguished tuple for each trace of the log. As in [9, 10] , the tuple encoding any trace τ in L stores both the context-oriented attributes of τ and the summarized structural view struct mode (τ), produced according to the abstraction criterion mode, specified as input to the algorithm -these two kinds of information are here represented as two different sub-tuples, which are concatenated one with the other. A series of performance-oriented attributes (denoted as pPro f (τ)) are stored as well in the propositional representation of τ, in order to bias the clustering phase towards the discovery of groups of traces exhibiting similar performance patterns over the time. These performance-oriented trace attributes are formally defined next.
Definition 3 (Performance profile (for trace clustering)). Let T be a trace universe, andμ : T → R be a performance measure. Let h be a number in N + chosen by the analyst 1 . For any trace τ in T , the performance profile of τ (w.r.t.μ and m) is an h-sized , 2) , . . . , pPro f (τ, h) , such that, for each j ∈ {1, . . . , h}, it holds:
1 In all the tests described here, we simply set h as the 40th percentile of the log's traces length.
Notably, computing such a representation of a trace's performance profile simply amounts to picking up a fixed number of performance values at predefined positions of the trace, which can be done in linear time in the size of the input log. By converse, the propositional log sketch used in [9, 10] for trace clustering requires the preliminary extraction of frequent structural patterns, which is far more expensive (possibly combinatorial in the number of process activities) in terms of computation time.
In the second phase (Steps 2-3) , a probabilistic clustering model is mined out of D traces by exploiting a distributed version of popular algorithm EM [7] , implemented by function P-EM according to the data-parallel scheme of Figure 1 . This function, described in details later on, requires the data to be preliminary split into different datasets {D 1 , . . . , D M }, based on some partitioning strategy. Specifically, here we simply divided the tuples of D traces into groups of (approximately) the same size (Step 2).
In the third phase (Steps 4-5), a regression model is induced from each of the discovered trace clusters, by applying the learning method REGR specified as input to the algorithm. In order to obtain a predictive model that can be applied to (new) ongoing process instances, the learner is provided with a set of training instances representing partial (prefix) traces, labelled each with the respective performance measurement. To this purpose, all the prefix traces in Pr(L) are preliminary stored into a propositional dataset D pre f ixes ), which encodes all the context-oriented and structure-oriented features of each trace (in addition to its target performance value). The discovered clustering model C is then applied to D pre f ixes in a "hard" way, in order to obtain a partition
where each tuple z ∈ D pre f ixes is assigned to the cluster it appears the most likely to belong to (Step 5). These clusters of prefix traces are then exploited to train a list of regression models, one per cluster. This is accomplished by the distributed function P-REGR (Step 6), following the same distributed paradigm as P-EM -further details on the function too are given later on. Clearly, in such a regression task, for each prefix trace τ, the features in context(τ) and struct mode (τ) are considered as input values, while the performance measurementμ(τ) is the target variable to be predicted.
The rest of the algorithm is simply meant to put the discovered clustering model and regression models in the form of a PCB-PPM, and to eventually return the latter.
Function P-EM Expectation Maximization (EM) is a well-known method for inducing a probabilistic clustering model. The method relies on the assumption that the given dataset were generated by a mixture of K probability distributions of some given form (e.g., Gaussian), representing each a distinguished cluster. The clustering task then consists in trying to maximize the fit between the dataset and such a probabilistic model, by suitably setting, the membership probabilities of the data instances and the parameters of the overall generative model -indeed, this information is not assumed to be known in advance, and it must be estimated from the given data. Classic EM algorithm needs to be provided with an initial (typically randomly chosen) setting of the mixture model's parameters. Each EM iteration computes new estimates for these parameters that are proven not to decrease the likelihood of the model, denoted hereinafter as Per f EM . The process is repeated until the value of Per f EM converges to a local maximum.
Different distributed versions of EM algorithm have been presented in the literature (see, e.g., [17] ). Our approach leverages the version proposed in [5] , which complies with the general data mining framework of Figure 1 suitably implementing the inter- 1.The coordinator randomly initializes, for each of cluster C k (with k = 1, . . . , K), the center m k , the covariance matrix Σ k and the mixing probability p(m k )
2.The coordinator sends a copy of the centers, covariance matrices and mixing probabilities to each local site COMPUTELOCALMODEL:
3.Each i th local site independently executes the following steps:
3.1 it estimates p(m k |x) (for each x ∈ D, for each k = 1, . . . , K), i.e., the probability that x belongs to cluster C k :
where p(m k ) is the mixing probability and p(x|m k ) is the prior probability with Gaussian distribution
3.2 computes the local statistics SS (i) , composed of the value f (i) and {s1
3.3 it sends the local statistics to the coordinator; COMPUTEGLOBALMODEL:
4.The coordinator adds up all the SS (i) received from each i th local site, i = 1, . . . , N, to compute the Per f EM , the centers m k , the covariance matrices Σ k , the mixing probabilities
5.If the performance function Per f EM converges or after a fixed number of iterations, the algorithm terminates; else, go to the step 2. faces GlobalAlgorithm and LocalAlgorithm (as explained in Section 3). For the sake of completeness and precision, the meta-code of P-EM is reported in Figure 3 .
Function P-REGR Due to space limitations, we do not report here the meta-code for the parallel version (namely, P-REGR) of the regression algorithm. As a matter of fact, rephrasing this function in terms of the framework i Figure 1 is simple enough for being explained without any precise formalization. Basically, the method initialize of interface globalAlgorithm simply consists in assigning the given K datasets to different LocalMiner's. Each LocalMiner is responsible for extracting a single regressor out of one of the datasets by using the selected regression algorithm REGR (hence playing as the actual implementation of method computeLocalModel in localAlgorithm). Once each local regressor has been induced, it is passed to the GlobalMiner node, which does not need to perform any further computation -method needsMoreIteration in globalAlgorithm is "immaterial" in that it always returns false. Finally, the method computeGlobalModel of GlobalModel only must store all the local regressors received from the remote sites, into a list, ensuring that they follow the same mutual order as the clusters they have been induced from.
Experimental Results
In order to test our approach, we implemented both the distributed functions P-EM and P-REGR (see Section 5) as a composition of Grid Services, according to the architectural model of Figure 1 . The services have been developed by using the Java WSRF library provided by the WS-Core, a component of the Globus Toolkit 4 [11] . These GT4-based Grid Services were deployed onto a private Cloud computing infrastructure, by instantiating a pool of virtual machines (one for each grid node). More precisely, we used a physical Grid consisting of 18 nodes, each running a Linux CentOS 7.0 distribution and equipped with 1TB (SATA) hard drive, a dual-core processor Intel Xeon E2 2650 2GHz, and 128GB of RAM. For evaluating the scalability of our approach, different subsets of these nodes, namely, of size N = 1, 2, 4, . . . , 16, were allocated to the execution of the whole PCB-PPM Discovery.
The LocalMiners (featuring either in P-EM or in P-REGR) were distributed as uniformly as possible over a number of dedicated virtual machines in the Cloud -in practice, M local miners were deployed onto V virtual machines by assigning M/V local miners to each virtual machine. Each virtual machine, instead, is instantiated in one distinct node of the Grid. It is worth noticing that two distinguished nodes were kept reserved for the GlobalMiner-WS services of the functions P-EM and P-REGR, and another one for the main algorithm PCB-PPM Discovery -acting as a client of those GlobalMiner-WS's.
The rest of the section discusses a series of experimental activities that we conducted to assess the validity of our approach, in terms of both effectiveness and scalability. To this purpose, we used a collection of 5336 log traces generated by a real transshipment system. Each trace stores a sequence of major logistic activities (4 on the average) that were applied to a distinguished container, passing through the system in the first third of year 2006. Basically, each container is unloaded from a ship, temporarily placed by the dock, and then carried to a yard slot for being stocked. Symmetrically, at boarding time, the container is first placed close to the dock, and then loaded on a cargo. Different kinds of vehicles can be used for moving a container, including, e.g., cranes, "straddle-carriers", and "multi-trailers". This basic life cycle may be extended with further transfers, devoted to make the container approach its final embark point or to leave room for other ones. Several data attributes are available for each container as context data, which include: the origin and final ports, its previous and next calls, various properties of the ship unloading it, physical features (such as, e.g., size, weight), and some information about its contents. As in [9] , we also considered several "environmental" context features for each container: the hour (resp., day of the week, month) when it arrived, and the total number of containers that were in the port at that moment.
Considering the remaining processing time as target performance measure, we evaluated the accuracy of predictions through three standard error metrics (computed via 10-fold cross validation): root mean squared error (rmse), mean absolute error (mae), and mean absolute percentage error (mape). For ease of interpretation, the results have been divided by the average processing time (computed over all the log's traces).
Effectiveness Results
As a term of comparison we considered two approaches that were defined in the literature for the discovery of a clustering-based PPM: AA-TP [10] , and CA-TP [9] . For our empirical effectiveness analysis, we run PCB-PPM Discovery by heuristically setting the number K of clusters to ⌈log 2 (|L|)⌉, where |L| is the number of traces in the given log, while always keeping M = 16.
Tables 1 shows the average errors made by our algorithm, for two different instantiations of the regression method REGR (namely, and IB-k and RepTree) -in both cases we resorted to the implementations available in the popular Weka [16] library. In particular, the first half of the table regards the case when the bag mode is used for abstracting traces, whereas the second half concerns the usage of set abstractions.
The values shown for AA-TP were computed by averaging the ones obtained with different settings of its parameters, namely minSupp ∈ {0.1, . . .0.4}, kTop ∈ {4, ∞}, and maxGap ∈ {0, 4, 8, ∞}. For CA-TP, instead, we report the average of the results that it obtained with different values of the horizon parameter h (precisely, h = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16), and the best-performing setting for all the remaining parameters.
In order to correctly interpret the results in Table 1 , it is important to notice that the kind of clustering used by AA-TP and CA-TP is more precise than the one adopted in our approach, as discussed in Section 4. In spite of this, PCB-PPM still achieves better results in terms of mae and mape than AA-TP (our rmse outcomes, instead, are slightly worse than AA-TP's ones), and more accurate outcomes (over all error metrics) than CA-TP, irrespective of the abstraction function (i.e. BAG or SET ) used. The former behavior can be explained as an effect of the probabilistic clustering scheme that underlies our PCB-PPM's, and makes the prediction of trace performances more robust to the discovery of sub-optimal trace clusters. The lower prediction errors produced by both PCB-PPM and AA-TP, w.r.t. CA-TP, find a justification on their capability to fully exploit the context information available for the log traces in both the clustering and prediction phases -whereas CA-TP uses them during the clustering step only.
Efficiency Results
To test the scalability of our approach, we first generated 4 distinct datasets with different sizes (namely, DS1, DS2, DS3, DS4), obtained by replicating every trace in the given log L for 256, 512, 1024, and 2048 times, respectively. We studied the scalability, speedup and efficiency performances when varying the number of grid nodes (from 1 to 16) that were actually used. For space reasons, we next focus on the case where REGR = RepTree and mode = BAG -similar trends were obtained, indeed, with the SET abstraction and IB-k. Similarly to what done in the effectiveness tests, the number of desired trace clusters was set to ⌈log 2 (|L|)⌉.
Figure 4 (a) shows the execution times spent against each of the datasets, when using 1 to 16 Grid nodes. We can simply observe that these times strongly decrease for all datasets when incresing the number of available nodes. It is important to observe that the time needed to process the dataset DS4 (i.e., the biggest one, with more than 10M traces and 43M of events) is longer than 4 hours when using a single node, while it decreases to only 16.3 minutes when exploiting 16 nodes. In Figure 4 (b) the execution speed-up curves are depicted for each of the datasets. The speed-up is almost linear for all datasets up to the case where 8 Grid nodes are used; an appreciable trend of gain is maintained over higher numbers of nodes. Notably, a speed-up value of 15 is obtained for the extreme case of dataset DS4 when using all of the 16 nodes, hence substantiating the scalability of our distributed computation strategy and of the underlying framework. Finally, Figure 4 (c) shows the system efficiency, vs the number of nodes and for different datasets. As shown in the figure, a good efficiency trend can be seen as long as the number of nodes increases. As a matter of fact, for the largest dataset DS4, the efficiency on 8 nodes is equal to 0.99, whereas on 16 nodes it is equal to 0.94, i.e. the 99% and 94% of the computing power of each used node is exploited, respectively.
Conclusions
We have presented a novel context-aware clustering-based approach to the discovery of predictive models for supporting the forecast of process performance measures. The approach overcomes the severe scalability limitations of similar solutions currently available in the literature, and takes advantage of a distributed implementation of its more expensive computational tasks, based on a collection of ad hoc grid services, deployed on top of a cloud-computing platform. It is worth noticing that, despite the approach introduces some approximation in the computation of trace clusters (for the sake of efficiency), the accuracy of the predictions obtained in a real-life application scenario is quite satisfactory. This is likely due to the capability of our probabilistic clustering scheme to compensate such a loss of precision in the clustering phase.
